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Abstract.
An investigation of pointwise convergence of
sequences {Jjw-œ o"jf(T~'x):k=\,2,
■■•} where/lies in the space
£'([0, 1]) of Lebesgue integrable functions on the unit interval, T
is an invertible measure preserving transformation on [0, 1], and
the sequence of polynomials {2i=-œ a^_í^ = L 2, ■• •} is uniformly bounded and pointwise convergent for allrsuch that |z| = l.

Spectral properties. An invertible measure preserving transformation T
on the unit interval / is known to induce a unitary operator on the space
L2(I) of square integrable functions on / [6, p. 13]. By the spectral
theorem [5, p. 71] there exists a spectral measure E on the Borel subsets
of the unit circle C in the complex plane such that for any integer k,
Uk=j zkE(dz) in the sense of strong convergence. Let the resolution of
the identity Et, t in [0, 27r), be given by E({exp(is):0^s<t}).
Then

[3, p. 482]
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where, for each z in C, £'({z})=lim(2"=_„ ziU~i)¡(2n + l) and the symbol
2¿-¿o denotes the limit as n tends to infinity of the sum 2i^-»•*#»■
Substituting the Fourier series
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on the right-hand side of the identity [1, p. 100]
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and then integrating both sides with respect to the spectral measure
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for the unitary operator exp(—zY)£/ yields

£(=f +!£({!})
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- f3 2 (-D'{(«P(-K35/ + l)í/4)t/<2í+1,/1)/(2j
+ l)3
+ (exp(i(2j

+ l)t/4)[/-(2i+1)/4)/(2y

+ l)3}.

By the uniform boundedness of the series [7, p. 18] we can justify
taking the integral inside the summation signs above.
The unitary operators
Uk/i, k=0, ±1, ±2, • • • , are defined by
Uk/i=J zk/iEidz). Thus the convolution property for the spectral measure
of a unitary operator with the multiplicative property [4, pp. 639, 640]
permits us to establish that, since U is multiplicative, then so is Uk/i.

For iff, g and their product fg lie in L2(/) then

Vmfg =jzk/iEidz)fg

=jjzk,iEiw-1dz)fEidw)g

= Uíiw^zf^Eiw-1

dz)f\wmEidw)g = iUmf)iUk/ig).

Hence iff lies in L2(/) with L1 norm \\f\\x then there exists g in L2(/)
with L2 norm ||^||, such that/=g2, ||/ul=|lsllï, and ||t/*«/||1=||t/*^||ï=
11/11,.Using the identity above for Et it now follows that there exists a
constant K such that for any collection {Bm:m=\, 2, ■■•} of disjoint
half-open interval subsets of C and any/in L2(/) we have ||£(IJ Bm)f\\x^
K\\f\\i- By the usual measure theoretic argument (Dinculeanu [2]), for any
/in L2(/) and any Borel subset B of C, ||£(5)/||1 = jq/|],.
Since L2(/)
is dense in LJ(/) we extend by continuity the operator E to £*(/) and so
(retaining the symbol E for the extension) ||£(Jß)/||1^Ä'||/||1
for all/
in L1^) and Borel subset B of C. Note that the space L°°(/) of essentially
bounded functions on / lies in L2(/). Hence E is defined on Lœ(/). We now
deduce that for any h in L°°(/) with L00 norm HAH^,and any Borel B in

C, WEiBMn^KWhW«,.For if/ lies in L\I),

using (/, A) to denote the

integral of the product f'h (where h is the complex conjugate of A) over
/, we get (£(Ä)/, A)=(/, £(/?)A) which is clear if/lies in L2(/) and extends
to £'(/) by continuity.
Next let us show the existence of a constant K' such that for any A
in Lœil) and any sequence {Bk} of disjoint Borel subsets of C,
112 \EiBk)h\\\œ-^K'\\h\\x. Otherwise there would exist some finite family
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{Bk:k=l, 2, •••,«} of disjoint Borel subsets of C such that for some A
inL2(/), 2 \FiBk)h\ is "much" greater than ||A||œ on some subset X of /
of positive measure. Hence by considering the real and imaginary parts
of EiBk)h and all possible subsequences of {Bk:k=\, 2, • • ■, n}, we see
that there must exist some subsequence {Bk} for which either the real or
imaginary part of £(|J Bk)h is "much" greater in absolute value than
||A||œ on a subset of X of positive measure, i.e. ||£(U 5J.j)A||00>/^||A||00
which is a contradiction.
By now we have that for any given A in L^il), £(-)A(x) is a complex
measure on the Borel subsets of C with total variation not exceeding
-K'II^IIgo[8, p. 117] for almost all x in /. Hence we can define in the usual
way the integral J qix, z)Eidz)hix) of a bounded Borel measurable function
qix, z) on Ix C to yield an essentially bounded function of x, i.e. an element
of L°°(/). Furthermore if {qkix, zy] is a pointwise convergent uniformly
bounded sequence of Borel measurable functions then by Lebesgue's
dominated convergence theorem the integrals J qkix, z)£(i/z)A(x) form a
uniformly bounded (in L°°(/)) almost everywhere pointwise convergent
sequence of functions on /.
Convergence properties.
Consider a sequence of polynomials pkiz)=
2i=-<» c")2*', k = l,2, • • ■, where z lies in Cand ak are complex coefficients
all but a finite number of which vanish. For a given function/in
L\I)

definePkiU)fto be 2J=-„ U-^f), i.e. Jf^v crjU-'f
Theorem.
If U is an operator on L*(/) induced by an invertible measure
preserving transformation on the unit interval I and {pkiz):k = l, 2, • • •}
a pointwise convergent sequence of uniformly bounded itrigonometric)
polynomials on the unit circle then, for all f in L1^), pkiU)fix) converges
pointwise for almost all x in I as k tends to infinity.

Proof.
If pk{U)f does not converge pointwise almost everywhere,
there exists a nonzero constant d such that for all x in a subset Y of I
of positive measure | Y\

sup \pk(U)fix) - PAU)fix)\ > d
k' ,&"=m

for all integers m. Hence given any m there exists an integer M>m and
measurable functions k'ix), k"ix);m^k'ix),k"ix)^M
such that for
some function A, |A|= 1, we have

(2 V-\ak;{x) - ak"u))fix), A(x)j > ^
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Note that M was chosen to make

sup

\PkiU)fix) - PAU)fix)\ > d

mSk',k"áM

for all x in a subset of F of measure greater than | F|/2. But by the measure
preserving property of the operator inducing U we have

(2 C-W

- «f M)f(x)),A(x))= (/(*),2 (ak'(x)
- af^U'hix)}
= (/«, Í2 ("Vx)- af^zŒidzMx)^

and by the discussion at the end of the previous section this tends to
zero as m tends to infinity, which is a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
The above could be generalized to not necessarily invertible transformations on the real line, which would make Birkhoff's ergodic theorem
[6, p. 18] a special case of the theorem above by taking the polynomial
2i=_)t z-'H2k+1) for pkiz). In fact we could go even further by considering
operators which are L1 and L2 contractions with the multiplicative property
by using the generalized spectral measures associated with them [9,

pp. 12-18].
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